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Performance Management has been light 
on enhancements this quarter with minor 
enhancements in Goals and Performance 
area and a few major enhancements for 
Continuous Performance Management.

Performance Management

PMGM, 360, CPM

- Karishma Neog

Remove a signer

Users with the correct permissions will now be 
able to remove a signer from a performance 
review route map. This universal enhancement 
expands the functional breadth of the existing 
“add signer” option and supports greater 
flexibility for individual users granted this 
permission.
  
Limitations to this feature include the below.

• Any added signature steps that have been   
  signed already can no longer be removed by 
  the current step owner.

• The current step owner can only remove the 
  signers added by himself/herself when the 
  step owner remains in the current step. They 
  cannot remove the signers added by others   
  or in another step.
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API supporting “Update”

In response to a customer influence idea within 
this area, OData APIs have been enhanced to 
support ‘Update” operation for the following 
areas:

• Update Perf/Pot Manual performance rating

• Update Perf/Pot Manual potential rating

• Update OCOC Manual overall objective 
  rating

• Update OCOC Manual overall competency 
  rating

The enhancement expands OData API 
coverage to support the ‘Update’ operation 
allowing 3rdparty integration support for 
updating the rating referenced above.

Goal Management

Permission check on Cascading Goals

A new permission check option is available 
within the Check Tool for Goal Management, 
should this admin Opt-in enhancement be 
enabled. The new check feature has been 
included to identify whether the corresponding 
read and write permissions required to 
successfully cascade a goal, have been 
configured for the cascade, where the cascade 
role has been enabled in the goal plan 
template. 

This permission check would help customers to 
identify missing permissions in case of granting 
the ability to cascade goals.

Continuous Performance Management 
- Mobile

Create CPM Activities based on Learning

Customers using both Continuous Performance 
Management and Learning will now be able 
take advantage of the integration between 
these two modules which allows a learning 
user to perform the following actions from their 
Android mobile device:

• Create CPM Activities from the item details   
  screen of Learning items added to My   
  Assignments 

• Prompt user to create a CPM Activity when 
  assigning an item from Learning Catalog 

• Delete CPM Activities created from Learning 
  Assignments if the employee removes the 
  learning assignment

• Create CPM Achievements from the history 
  details screen of successfully completed 
  Learning items

• From CPM Activity & Achievement screens,   
  display that the activity and/or achievement 
  has been created via a Learning

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
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The next feature, a universal release expected 
for iOS in May and Android following shortly 
after in July, allows both employees and 
managers to view the feedback requests they 
have sent and their corresponding status 
providing better trackability of these requests.

This will considerably improve the user 
experience for Mobile Learning & CPM users 
by removing the need to navigate between 
tabs to add CPM items based on Learning 
items. Additionally, auto-populating the 
CPM item name with the Learning item name 
reduces the manual data entry required by the 
user.  

Prerequisites for using this feature includes 
enabling the following.

• Learning

• Mobile Features > Learning

• Continuous Performance Management

• Mobile Features > Continuous Performance   
  Management

Conclusion

Finally, a quick reminder to our readers about 
the Goal Execution feature which is planned for 
deprecation, with End of Maintenance planned 
for end of 2019 and End of Life planned for 
second quarter of 2020.

Additionally, any customer on v11 or old PMv12 
will be automatically upgraded in the Q2 2019 
release cycle.

Continuous Feedback-
View Request’s & Status
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How Can We Help?

Zalaris excels in delivering comprehensive HR and payroll services across the UK, Northern Europe,
the Baltics and Poland. Our industry leadership position, however, goes beyond the borders and
constraints of other providers to enable what matters most to our clients: maximising the value of
human capital through excellence in HR processes.

• Scoping Services - for if you are thinking of moving to the HCM Cloud but are unsure of where to
   start.

• Support Services - for if you are already using SAP SuccessFactors and want a flexible support
   partner.

• Release Management Services - for if you are struggling to take advantage of the quarterly
   innovations in SAP SuccessFactors.

• Business Process Services - for if you are looking for operational support with your HCM processes.

• Training Services - for if you are not getting the most out your SuccessFactors system.

http://zalaris.co.uk/offices/

